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Abstract

Recent research has shown that using gamification can prone to impact negatively on the motivation of students in educational systems. One of the reasons is that people are motivated or demotivated by different gamification elements according to their “gamer type”. Thus, one of the main challenges in this field is to tailor gamified educational systems based on the students’ “gamer type” and investigate if this kind of system presents better results than the counter-tailored gamified educational systems. This paper aims to investigate the effects of a tailored gamified educational system based on gamer type in terms of students’ flow experience. We conducted an experiment with 121 Brazilian elementary school students comparing a tailored version against a counter-tailored version of a gamified educational system in terms of students’ flow experience. The main results indicate that there is no significant difference in terms of students’ flow experience, surprising and contradicting recent important studies in this field.

1. Introduction

Despite the fact that educational systems play an important role in providing solutions to educational problems (e.g., students’ evasion, disengagement and demotivation), recent studies have showed contradictory results regarding the efficacy of these systems, such as students’ retention in the virtual course e.g., [33, 37]. This makes room for more research in this field, specially, the design of better educational systems in terms of students’ learning outcomes.

To contribute in solving students’ evasion, disengagement and demotivation in educational systems, previous research has been using gamification elements along with pedagogical activities to, for example, decrease students’ frustration and demotivation, or improve students’ concentration, engagement, and learning [16, 36, 37]. These studies are implementing and evaluating the gamification elements in the educational systems, raising the concept of gamified educational systems (GES).

A series of studies show that, in many cases, using gamification in an educational context (especially gamified intelligent educational systems) is not necessarily effective to improve students’ motivation, engagement, and learning gains [21, 33, 32]. Therefore, there is a need for more in-depth research, especially, in order to identify when and how the use of gamification is really effective to improve the students’ satisfaction with the system and to propose solutions to provide an effective design of gamification.

Recent studies have highlighted the hypothesis that this situation occurs because students that use GESs have different behaviors, expectations, and needs, and are encouraged in different ways [35, 23, 30]. It is also important to consider that students have different gamer type so they can be more (or less) motivated by different elements, according to their gamer type and the gamification elements implemented in the system [35, 32, 24, 23]. For example, if a student is competitive, it is more likely that they prefers to earn points and compete in missions, whilst they might be more reluctant to participate in collaborative or interactive activities. Thus, depending on the approach used in these systems, the final results can also decrease the students’ motivation, engagement, flow experience and so on when a system presents gamification elements that are not part of the preference of some students [28, 35, 33].

Moreover, according to different secondary studies e.g., [29, 13, 14], most of the GESs provide different gamification elements to students, such as points, people to achieve their goals, outside of a game context Deterding et al. [13].

The term gamer type is used to represent the different perceptions that we have (not just players) regarding the gamification design.
badges, trophies, ranking. However, these systems are using the same gamification elements for all students (the “one-size-fits-all” approach or monolithic group) \[33\], which may be harmful to the students, who need to interact with specific gamification elements that are not on their preference. This highlights the recent big challenge presented by Orji et al. \[32\], Monterrat et al. \[24\], Masthoff et al. \[23\] and others, the need to creating tailored GES based on the students’ gamer type, that is, systems with gamification adapted according to the preferences and needs of each gamer type.

To target the challenge of providing tailored GESs for each student and hypothesizing that students have different perceptions depending upon their gamer types, in this paper we conducted a mixed factorial experimental study, comparing the effects of a tailored GES based on students’ gamer types (implemented based on a dynamic computational approach capable of tailoring GES according to the students’ gamer types) with a counter-tailored GES in terms of students’ flow experience \[6\].

The flow experience was chosen because it is an important construct directly related to students’ motivation and engagement, especially in this type of environment \[9, 31\]. Thus, the flow experience is an experience totally related to the performance of the students in educational systems and highly related to the students’ own learning \[6, 7, 8\]. In order to compare the implemented GES with gamer type-based tailoring, our experiment was conducted with 121 elementary students in Brazil, comparing the tailored versus counter-tailored version of the systems with respect to flow experience achieved by students when using both systems.

Our results indicate that there is no significant difference in terms of students’ flow experience in the tailored and counter-tailored version of the system, contradicting the expectations of important recent theoretical studies e.g., \[24, 33, 32\], emphasizing that this is still a new area and that the conduction of new experimental studies is highly important for the maturation of the area.

2. Related works

This section outlines studies that are related to tailored GES (TGES) and flow experience in GESs. We chose to retrieve and analyze studies considering the following criteria: a) published in the last 10 years; and b) that explicit addressed the use of TGES. We did not limit our search to works with empirical evidence due to the fact that most of these studies are theoretical.

Sajjadi et al. \[39\] proposed a model for dynamic adaptation where various aspects were used to provide a more personalized gaming experience and to maintain the engagement of the players in the game. The model allowed to adopt an educational game based on different aspects in order to provide a student’s engagement and flow experience \[39\]. The study, however, did not provide concerns about the use of a player model and the relationship between the user’s gamer type and their game elements preferences.

Monterrat et al. \[26\] presented a generic and adaptive gamification system that can be plugged on various learning environments. In their proposal, the system adaptation happens when a new user registers to the learning environment. The adaptation happens only after the students have been using the system for a while. This study used the initial player model proposed by Ferro \[16\], that considers only a few number of player types. At the same time, they do not consider more recent and robust player models, such as BrainHex \[28\] or HEXAD \[41\].

Monterrat et al. \[25\] provided a generic architecture that can be used to adapt the gamification in different kinds of systems, independent from the pedagogical design. This study does not present concerns in terms of the choice of player profiles, or provide information about the architecture evaluation in terms of students’ engagement or learning when they are using the personalized system based on the architecture proposed.

Gil et al. \[18\] conducted a study based on the users’ experience in an educational environment with the objective of adapting and validating a personalization mechanic based on the players’ profiles, incorporating the known mechanics of gamification in several learning activities. The authors developed the game mechanics based on the functionalities of an educational system and investigated the effectiveness of learning based on the proposed mechanics as well as the relationships between mechanics and their types of assumed players. In summary, the study of Gil et al. \[18\] had preliminary validated gamification mechanics and player types in the educational system and identified the gamification mechanics that were corresponded to the students’ inferred player types.

In the field of TGESs, most of the studies were conducted in the last few years, and these recent studies are adapted from previous studies in another area. The empirical/experimental studies conducted in the field of education, in general, are focused only on the implementation or evaluation, not covering modern player types, such as the BrainHex or HEXAD player models, neither did they provide empirical evaluations of the proposed solution. Most of the studies also did not provide an evaluation either, in
terms of student’s learning aspects, e.g., user’s flow experience. According to the results of our systematic literature review [15], to the best of our knowledge, our study is the first empirical/experimental study to compare a tailored with a counter-tailored version of a gamified educational system in terms of student’s flow experience, considering a real educational system. Our results can serve as a basis for the conduction of new studies in this domain and open space for new experimental studies.

3. Experiment

This experiment aims to compare a tailored gamified educational system with a counter-tailored gamified educational system in terms of student’s flow experience. The experiment is classified as comparative experiment with one independent variable and with ten possible values or “levels” (based on [43] and [42]), as further explained. This experiment was approved by the University of Saskatchewan Behavioral Research Ethics Board (Project BEH#16-142).

3.1. Method

In our experiment, we used the Goal/Question/Metric (GQM) method [3, 43], that is an approach to software metrics. This method assumes that for an organization to measure in an accurate way it must [43]:

1. Specify the goals for itself and its projects;
2. Trace those goals to the data that is intended to define those goals operationally; and
3. Provide a framework for interpreting the data regarding the goals that were established.

We applied the GQM method in our experiment design, which resulted in the specification of a measurement model targeting a set of issues and rules for the interpretation of the measured data [3, 43]. Before explaining the design of the experiment, we present below the process we are relying to tailor GES in this work.

3.2. Process to tailor the gamified educational systems

The process was proposed based on Orji’s guidelines [35, 33] which are a systematic structure providing the most suitable PT strategies for each BrainHex gamer type and the game mechanics associated with each PT strategy addressed. In other words, these are the persuasion strategies which better motivate each gamer type and its game mechanics.

The tailoring process provides a registration system to the participant, and this system collects personal data (according to the general specifications of the system i.e., students age, gender, and level). The system needs to provide a way to identify the student’s gamer type (e.g., using the BrainHex questionnaire in the students first access in the system). After the student’s gamer type identification, the implemented system based on our architectural design will be capable of providing a tailored gamification system (graphical interface), using as basis the student’ gamer type. The general architecture is composed of five different steps and presented in detail by [30]. Figure 1 synthesizes this process:

![Figure 1. General view of process](image)

1. **User identification:** in the first step, the system must provide options for the students to create an account and provide basic information, such as login, password, email, and others (according to the default system specifications). These data are important to associate the student with their gamer type. In the case of pre-existing systems (edited by the proposed structure), the basic information previously obtained can be used;
2. **Gamer type identification:** the gamer type identification consists of a semi-automatic process, based on the BrainHex player model. In the same moment of the user identification, the system should provide the BrainHex questionnaire to the students. After the student completes the questionnaire, the system processes the student’ answers to identify students’ gamer types, and to provide tailored interface according to the student’ gamer type. In the case of pre-existing systems (edited by the proposed architectural design), the system can provide the BrainHex questionnaire after the student login in the system, and associate their personal data with their gamer type;
3. Tailoring process: the tailoring process is the main step of the process. The tailoring model is responsible for the identification of the student’s gamer type, to make the game design elements available on the system, and to associate algorithmically the “correct” game design elements to each student’s gamer type, based on the structure previously defined. So, in summary, in this step, the algorithm adapts gamification, selecting the most suitable elements (available in the system) for each gamer type considered in the approach;

4. Gamification design: the gamification design is the system model that is responsible for generating the graphical interface with the best game design elements associated with the student’s gamer type, based on the tailoring model process before its execution;

5. User’s interface: the user’s interface represents the system output and is responsible for providing to the students the game elements associated to their player type, generated by the gamification design model.

3.2.1. Implementation The tailoring process and architectural design for gamified intelligent educational system based on gamer types was implemented in a GES called MeuTutor [36]. The system was chosen after a comparative analysis among nine different gamified intelligent educational system. MeuTutor was of interest to this study because it was considered more geographically accessible, as well it implements the nine most used gamification elements in gamified intelligent educational system (Points, Levels/Stages, Badges, Leaderboards, Prizes and Rewards, Progress bars, Storyline, and Feedback), as identified by Nah et al. [29], avoiding some validity threats. The system allowed the students study some topic through videos tutorials and hypertext, as well as answer different questions about the topic that was studied.

The complete process to tailoring the system compared in this experiment follows the proposed process in this study and presented in the subsection 3.2. It starts with the students’ gamer type identification, continues with the selection of gamification elements, and finishes with different versions of the system, with the specific gamification elements to each gamer type. So, after logging into the system and answering the BrainHex questionnaire, our algorithm identifies the student’s gamer type, selects the most suitable gamification elements for the identified profile, and personalize the user interface only with the selected gamification elements (according to the proposed process).

3.3. Goal of the experiment

The main goal of this experiment is to evaluate the effectiveness of gamified intelligent educational system tailored according to the students’ gamer types, in comparison with the counter-tailored version of the system in terms of students’ flow experience.

3.4. Research Question and Hypothesis

RQ. Is the tailored system based on the students’ gamer types more effective to lead the students to the flow state during the activities than the counter-tailored system?

According to the research question presented, we defined seven hypothesis in order to test our research question for each gamer type:

- $H_{1.0.0}$: The Achiever students’ flow experience in the tailored system is less or equal than the Achiever students’ flow experience in the counter-tailored system.
- $H_{1.0.1}$: The Achiever students’ flow experience in the tailored system is greater than the achiever students’ flow experience in the counter-tailored system.

The other hypotheses follow the same format, however, doing the tests for the other gamer types. The formal definition of the hypothesis has the objective to organize the hypothesis in a mathematical formulation. Following, Table 1 organizes our formal definition of the hypothesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Null Hypothesis</th>
<th>Alternative Hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_0$: $F(TS(G_t)) \leq F(cTS(G_t))$</td>
<td>$H_1$: $F(TS(G_t)) &gt; F(cTS(G_t))$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: $G_t$: Gamer type; $F$: Flow experience; $TS$: Tailored System; $cTS$: Counter-tailored System.

Table 1. Formal Definition of the Hypothesis

3.5. Factors and response variables, experimental unities and participants

According to the hypothesis previously defined, our experiment has one factor: the gamified system with two levels (tailored and counter-tailored versions). The response variables are the students’ flow experience. We defined a metric to measure these preferences in partnership with two academic professionals with expertise in Statistical and Behavioral Science. This
metric is an average between 1 and 7 according to the students’ answers regarding their flow experience.

Our experimental unities are our sample composed of elementary students (organized according to their gamer types) interacting with gamified systems. We collected data from 121 Brazilian middle school students, in which 52 were males and 69 were females, aged between 11 and 13 years. Table 2 depicts our sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gamer type</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achiever</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conqueror</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daredevil</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastermind</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeker</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socializer</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivor</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Sample of experiment

The study matches different criteria for an adequate sample size. According to Bentler [2] there must be a minimum ratio of 5 respondents per 1 construct in the model. Hair [19] suggest the same rule for factor analyses. Only the number of Masterminds (only three students) is not a number considered adequate for some statistical tests and therefore will be disregarded in the statistical tests from our study hereafter. In addition, although to increase the confidence of the results, a larger sample is ideal, considering the scenario (real classroom), the number of students becomes representative in relation to the number of students who normally participate in this type of study.

3.6. Data collection, metrics definition, and analysis

The experiment was conducted in a controlled environment (a laboratory with 20 computers with Windows 7 installed and free access to the internet). In the first step, the students responded to the BrainHex questionnaire to identify their gamer type. The data were stored using the pseudonym and association with questionnaire data and data logs. Data were stored in a password-protected computer system and to be available only for the investigators. A secure Cabinet was used to store the data for the long term.

The BrainHex [28] model acknowledges that the Gamer Types are not mutually exclusive and therefore, scores from each type are summed to find the player’s dominant gamer type (primary type) and sub-types [32]. It includes 28 questions about the respondent game experiences and preferences in order to classify participants into their dominant gamer types [28, 33, 22].

In the second step, students were automatically divided in seven different groups according to their gamer types, inside each gamer type group; each group of students was randomly divided into two different groups, one group to use first the tailored system and other to use first the counter-tailored system (static version). In each usage section, the students used the system for at least 30 minutes, where they studied the subject Basic Operations (Mathematics) and then answer different questions on the subject.

In the third step, the students of the “experimental group” used the tailored version [1] for their gamer type and in the sequence responded to scale to measure flow experience. At the same time, the “control group” used the counter-tailored version (one size fits-all approach) and also responded the scale. Next, the groups were inverted, so the experimental group of the first execution became the control group and the control group became the experimental group.

In the fourth step, the students’ answers were organized in tables (.csv files) and separated according to each gamer type and version of system (tailored and counter-tailored version), like the flow experience of the students in the tailored and counter-tailored version.

In the fifth step, the answers were organized into each constructed flow, according to the original scale factorial structure validated by [20]. Thus, the structures included in the DFS-2 are validated for the gamification domain by Hamari et al. [20]. Therefore, similarly

The metrics were extracted through the analysis of data previously collected, using different statistical software tools and the application of different statistical tests. In order to identify the students’ flow state, we used the Dispositional Flow Scale-2 (DFS-2) [20]. The DFS-2 scale consists of structures based on the nine flow dimensions defined by [6], and empirically validated for the gamification domain by Hamari et al. [20]. Thus, the structures included in the DFS-2 are the following: time (transformation) (T), challenge-skill balance (CSB), merging of action and awareness (MMA), clear goals (G), feedback (F), concentration (C), control (CTRL), loss of self-consciousness (LSC), and autotelic experience (A). Each of the nine structures contains four items. Together, the structures form a 36-item scale for measuring the flow experience. The DFS-2 relies on self-reported data. Therefore, similarly

3Personalized version according to the student’s gamer type.
to previous DFS-2 studies, the items were measured on a Likert scale ranging from strong disagreement (1 on the Likert scale) to strong agreement (5 on the Likert scale) with the statement [20].

After organizing our data in tables, we calculated the individual and general mean for each flow experience structure following the original DFS-2 factorial structure (challenge/skill balance: 1, 10, 19 and 28; merging actions – awareness: 2, 11, 20 and 29; clear goals: 3, 12, 21, and 30; feedback: 4, 13, 22 and 31; concentration: 5, 14, 23 and 32; control: 6, 15, 24 and 33; loss of self – consciousness: 7, 16, 25, and 34; time: 8, 17, 26, and 35; autotelic experience [4], 9, 18, and 27).

In order to investigate the gamer type’s flow experience differences in each version of the implemented system, we calculate each flow experience structure individually (a mean of the 36 questions). We calculate the median, standard deviation, average variation, maximum shared variation, average shared variation and normality of the data. Finally, based on the normality of data, we calculated the variance analyses between the mean of each flow experience design in the tailored and in the counter-tailored version of the system for each gamer type. The data of the preferences metric are normal; hence we decided to apply the t-test to verify the hypothesis. The application of the test, considering a $p \leq 0.05$ level of significance with a 95% confidence level. We also calculated the “effect size” for each gamer type in the tailored and counter-tailored version of the system. The data of the preferences metric are normal; hence we decided to apply the Cohen-test (with a 95% confidence level) to verify the effect size. The complete data set used in this study can be accessed in the supplementary materials available in the final of this paper.

### 4. Results

This section aims to present our study results. We organized the results in subsections according to each conducted analysis.

#### 4.1. Flow experience comparison per game types and general

In this analysis, we conducted a comparison of how the flow experience occurred in each gamer type. The Table 3 presents the complete result of our analysis for each gamer type using the tailored and counter-tailored versions of the system (M = mean; SD = standard deviation). The last column of the table shows the $t$-value and the $p$-value, which compares the average of each gamer type in the tailored and in the counter-tailored version of the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GT</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>t-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ach.</td>
<td>3.528</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>3.553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con.</td>
<td>3.607</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>3.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dar.</td>
<td>3.256</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>3.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec.</td>
<td>3.906</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>3.662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soc.</td>
<td>3.640</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>3.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sur.</td>
<td>3.670</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>3.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>3.585</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>3.580</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key:** GT: gamer types; CT: counter-tailored; T: tailored; M: mean; Ach.: Achiever; Con.: Conqueror; Dar: Daredevil; See.: Seeker; Soc.: Socializer; Sur.: Survivor; Gen.: General

#### Table 3. Flow experience comparison per gamer types and general

Analyzing the individual results obtained for each gamer type, it is possible to perceive that in general, there was no significant difference in relation to the students’ flow experience in the tailored and in the counter-tailored systems. Also, after calculating the effect size (using the Cohen-test), we identified that the difference was considerate “negligible” for all gamer types. This means that there was no significant difference in student flow experience in any of the analyzed scenarios, confirming our previously presented results.

However, it is very important to discuss this result and some specific points related to each gamer type, since the results may indicate, for example, that the personalization needs be more specific for each gamer type and this needs to be considered in future studies. Therefore, we will analyze in detail the results of each gamer type, trying to understand how each of the results can influence the design of adaptive gamified systems.

The Achiever students’ flow experience was higher in the tailored versions of the system. So, we rejected our null hypothesis (the Achiever students’ flow experience in the tailored system was greater than the achiever students’ flow experience in the counter-tailored system). In addiction, analyzing some specific flow experience constructs, the tailored version presented better results (e.g., “control” and “clear goals”, in which the tailored version was better than the counter-tailed version), however, in others flow experience constructs, the perception was better in the counter-tailed system (e.g., “challenge-skill balance” and “time transformation”).

For the Conquerors, the flow experience was better in the tailored version, in comparison with the
counter-tailored systems, and we also rejected our null hypothesis. However, in similar fashion with the Achievers, the same flow experience constructs, for instance “time transformation” was better in the tailored version of the system. For the Conquerors, the “autoletic” experience was better in the tailored system.

Different from Achievers and Conquerors, the Daredevil’s flow experience was better in the counter-tailored system. Therefore, for the Daredevil students, we don’t rejected our null hypothesis. On some of the other flow experience constructs (e.g. “autoletic” experience and “time transformation”), the Daredevils had a better experience in the counter-tailored version. However, although in general the flow experience has been larger in the counter-tailored system, in many dimensions, for instance “challenge-skills balance”, “clear-goals”, and “feedback”, the Daredevils had a better experience in the tailored version of the system, similar with the results obtained by [34].

The Masterminds were the only ones that presented positive difference in all of the flow experience constructs in the counter-tailored version. For this gamer type, the flow experience was ever better in the counter-tailored version of the system. In this case, we also do not rejected our null hypothesis flow experience. However, it is important to note that in the case of this gamer type, statistical tests were not applied due to the small number of participants with this gamer type.

The Seekers also presented a difference in most of the flow experience constructs. However, different then the Masterminds, the Seekers presented a better flow experience in the counter-tailored system. Therefore, the Seekers’ flow experience was better in the tailored version in general, comparing to the counter-tailored system. So, for this case, we no reject our null hypothesis for the students’ flow experience.

The Socializer students presented different levels in relation to each flow experience dimension. In other words, for some flow experience constructs, the experience of the Socializer was better in the counter-tailored system, and, in other cases, their experience was better in the tailored version of the system. In general, the flow experience of the Socializer students’ was better in the counter-tailored system, so we do reject our null hypothesis.

The experience was similar for the Survivor students. As such, for some flow experience constructs the tailored system was better than the counter-tailored system, while in other flow experience constructs the counter-tailored system was better than the tailored system. The general flow experience was better in the tailored system, so, we reject our null hypothesis.

The comparison considering all gamer types using the tailored and the counter-tailored system, also show no significant difference in terms of student’s flow experience. Finally, it is important to note that, despite the user flow experience, for some gamer types to have been higher in the tailored system and for others to have been higher in the counter-tailored system, the statistical test conducted in the experiment indicated that in all cases the statistical difference was not significant ($p \geq .05$). This result indicates that the personalization of the GES may not be relevant to the students.

4.2. Flow experience comparison per game types and and flow experience constructs

In this analysis, we conducted a comparison of how each flow experience dimension occurred with each of the gamer types. In all, 63 analyzes were made. For reasons of space, as well as to favor the discussion in the paper, we have included the complete table with all analyzes in the supplementary materials available at the end of the paper (Appendix 1). We also include in the supplementary materials a comparison chart for each flow dimension/gamer type (Appendix 2).

Even with this in-depth analysis, surprising the expectation of different previously conducted theoretical studies e.g., [1, 35, 28], it was possible to realize that among all analyzes, only the LSC dimension presented a statistically significant difference ($p = 0.033 \geq .05$). In all other cases, there was no significant difference between the tailored and counter-tailored system.

Even more surprising, in the only construct in which there was a significant difference, it was apparent that students preferred the counter-tailored version over the tailored version. This may have been because, according to some studies e.g., [33, 28], Seeker gamer types often simply prefer to choose the elements they want to use. Thus, the presentation of all gamification elements may have given Seeker students a sense of choice.

5. Threats to Validity

This section aims to present concerns that must be discussed in future replications of this study and other aspects that must be considered in order to maximize the results of the evaluation performed in this section [11]. We worked to minimize the threats discussed in this section. The section was organized according to the categorization of Wohlin et al. [43]: Internal, External, Construct and Conclusion.

Internal: The threats in category are: (i) history – perhaps at the time when the experiment occurred the users’ experience may have been affected, this threat was minimized through a methodology that allowed participants to participate in the experiment without
the direct interference of other students and teachers.; (ii) maturation – Participants used the system for more than 30 minutes before responding to the questionnaire, so they may have been tired when responding to the survey; and (iii) positive or negative bias – as this experiment was conducted with participants without experience in this kind of evaluation, it is likely that the participants did not have a basis for comparison \[40\]. To minimize this threat, the two versions of the system (tailor and counter-tailored) were evaluated by the students in different moments.

**External:** The participants of the experiment are representative only in the context of elementary education. In this way, we might not be able to maximize the results of this experiment into different contexts \[40\]. The subjects of this evaluation should be expanded to other academic settings to obtain more generic results. The player model used in our study (i.e., BrainHex) maybe be unreliable and have issues with its psychometric properties \[17\]. Thus, we also recommend future replications of our study using others different player models.

** Constructs:** This experiment has many different items and different aspects, however, some constructs may not be measured by the issues \[40\]. To minimize these threats, we selected methodologies and instruments empirically validated and commonly used in the scientific empirical studies from the technological and educational community. The system used in this experiment has an interface design (in terms of gamification elements), so the students’ experience in the system can be influenced by the system design beyond the gamification elements. At the same time, the general quality of the system can also influence the student’s experience and need to be observed in futures replication for this experiment.

**Conclusion:** The sample size of this experiment was of 121 students. However, this was a blocking factorial experiment, and some groups may have a small sample for confirm some hypothesis. The elementary students that were participants of the experiment could have been anxious in the moment that they answered the questionnaire, and they may have answered it without the proper attention. To mitigate this, we used only instruments previously validated in different domains, including gamification domains.

6. Discussions

From the actual discussions regarding the need to improve the education quality in different aspects, one of the main recent challenges is to identify the student’s individual features, needs and preferences, in order to provide an adapted education to each group of students. Based on these challenges and the growing use of gamification elements in educational systems, identifying the better gamification elements to motivate each group of students and providing a tailored system based on the students’ gamer type are also two important recent challenges of the technological and educational communities.

In our study it was possible to identify that all of the gamer types had not a significant difference in terms of flow experience between in the tailored system and in the counter-tailored system. For some gamer types, in most of the flow experience constructs, the tailored system was better than the counter-tailored system, rejecting our null hypothesis, and showing that students can be more motivated for educational systems tailored according to their gamification preferences.

However, our results, in some cases surprised the expectations of the communities, contradicting some recent studies conducted in this field (e.g., Orji et al. \[33\], Orji et al. \[33\], Monterrat et al. \[27\] and others) and not reject our null hypothesis, indicating that was not a difference in terms of flow experience, and, in addiction, for some gamer types, the flow experience were high in the counter-tailored system (although statistical confirmation has not yet been possible). It is important to note that although our results are different from the presented studies, there were experiments with different configurations and further studies are needed to further deepen the results.

A series of contribution were obtained from these results. For instance, the literature presents some initial studies about systems personalization based on gamer types, but our study is among the first specifically in the field of education. Our results also open a series of discussions about the educational systems personalization, and about how to tailor GES to better motivate each student gamer type.

Besides, our results indicate that the process used to implement the tailored system is capable of tailoring gamified intelligent educational systems based on students’ gamer types, and, the tailored and the counter-tailored versions of the systems had different influences on the students experience. At the same time, we also suspect is that perhaps the flow experience is a very deep engaging experience and difficult to achieve in even GES.

In summary, our results show that the statistical difference between the tailored and counter-tailored versions of the system are not significant, so the study failed to prove that alternative hypothesizes are true or false. So, the result is still inconclusive indicating that this is an open research field, that needs to receive more
experimental studies, in order to investigate important things, e.g., conducting studies to investigate which are the most suitable persuasive strategies and which are the most suitable gamification elements for each student’s gamer type, specifically, in field of education.

7. Concluding Remarks

Gamification may produce good results in different studies, like, for instance, keeping the students motivated in the activities provided by the system or improving the students’ learning aspects [36] [10] [4]. Further more, other studies show that gamification may cause the opposite effect [35] [33] [38]. One of the main hypothesis to this situation is that students have different gamer types and are motivated by different gamification elements. In order to investigate this hypothesis, we conducted an experimental study to compare the student’s flow experience using a counter-tailored GES with the student’s flow experience using a TGES.

The main results of this study indicate not significant difference in terms of student’s flow experience between in the tailored and in the counter-tailored versions of the system for the gamer types, contradicting to some of the recent important studies conducted in this field. In some cases, the tailored system was more effective in terms of flow experience in comparison with the counter-tailored system for the majority of gamer types, confirming our expectations and the recent studies in this field. However, interestingly, the study also indicates that for other gamer types, the counter-tailored system was more effective than the tailored system, also contradicting to the results of recent studies conducted in different fields (emphasizing that always without statistical significance, contradicting the expectations of different theoretical studies).

In order to continue this research, as future works, we plan to conduct new studies, evaluating different constructs, such as students’ hyper-focus, learning, and human-computer interaction of students in the tailored and counter-tailored versions of the system. We will also investigate the direct perception of each gamer type in terms preferences about gamification elements, and provide an automatic process to identify the students gamer types during their use in the system.
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